The publication date for this data is Monday October 19, 2020.

The P1 price field in all Kimball catalogs contains Commercial pricing effective 3/2/2020.
The P2 price field in all Kimball catalogs contains Commercial pricing that was effective 2/4/2019 thru 3/1/2020.
The P3 price field in all Kimball catalogs contains Commercial pricing that was effective 7/2/2018 thru 2/3/2019.
The P4 price field in all Kimball catalogs contains Commercial pricing that was effective 12/18/2017 thru 7/1/2018.
The P5 price field in all Kimball catalogs contains GSA pricing effective 3/14/2019.
The P6 price field in all Kimball catalogs contains GSA pricing that was effective 4/11/2018 thru 3/13/2019.

Below is a list of the changes that were made this month:

**KDE – DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION**
- Added Portata series

**KHC – HEALTH**
- Updated the Table of Content description on 5 Whittaker models

**KL1 – SEATING**
- Moved Portata to the KDE catalog

**KL2 – DESKS & ACCESSORIES**
- Miscellaneous data updates

**KL3 – BENCHING**
- Miscellaneous data updates

**KL5 – CETRA PANELS & RELATED ITEMS**
- Miscellaneous data updates

**KL7 – TRAXX & WORK.ABLE**
- Renamed catalog from TRAXX & TILES to TRAXX & WORK.ABLE
- Added 6 new Wellness Station models

**KL8 – SURFACES & STORAGE**
- Miscellaneous data updates

**KL9 – METAL FILING**
- Miscellaneous data updates

**KLB – PRIORITY**
- Updated description on model 53KSSDPP
- Updated descriptions on 3 work surface models

**KLC – CASEGOODS & TABLES PRODUCT MODIFICATIONS**
- Miscellaneous data updates

**KLE – INTERWORKS EQ**
- Miscellaneous data updates

**KLK – KORE**
- Miscellaneous data updates
KLQ – KIMBALL READY
- Renamed catalog from KWIK OFFICE to KIMBALL READY
- Added 7 new privacy screen models
- Added and deleted numerous models and reorganized the catalog

KLT – MEETING & COLLABORATION
- Moved 5 electrical models to the KLU catalog

KLU – PERKS UNIVERSAL PRODUCTS
- Added numerous privacy screen models
- Added 5 electrical models
- Added model 99KPDCAMPC
- Deleted 7 clamp mount privacy panels

KLX – XSITE
- Miscellaneous data updates

KLY – NARRATE
- Added 10 glass privacy screen models
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